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IV. SYMBOIS

2
a dimensionless constant, m_§__u_§;,9,

kT

A cross-secticmal area of generating channel

magnetic flux denaity, vvebers/m2

cp specific heat at constant pre saure, E
kgm °1<

6 electronic charge, couloubs
E}

electric field strength, vo1ts/m

current density, amps/mz

k Boltmanrvs constant, .....;’.2Ä‘.l..?.E.......
particle °K

c 2
K dimensionless conatarrt, (L + p. + px)<-in-iii-!-9->e

L dimensionlesa constant, _-Z-—“E;:_:-3-_l—
3 "‘ B ' Vn

m particle mass, kgm

n particle number density, particles/m3

Ä? pressure, newtons/mz

? mmentum exchange variable, nentcms/m3

Q collision cross section, m2

t time, sec

T temperature, °K

T1? axial velocity, m/sec

transverse velocity, m/sec
_?

resultant velocity, m/sec
..>
W random velocity, m/sec

x axial coordzinate, m
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initial mole fraction of seedingmaterial,l-L)
2-· l·—6

{3 dimensionless variable,eF

collision rate per unit volume

6 reduced mass, kgm

s consbant, joule·-m-·sec

9 dimensionless variable, —-—-un,o

X dimensionless constant, E.?}
ain

°eip, dimensionless constant, a EE-

p mass densiw, kgm/m3

0 scalar electrical conductivity, mbo/m
0192

5 dixuensionlese variable, ...„.„.-— x
Pn,o uI\’O

1* mean free time, sec
m z: (Fon?)

V stress tensor, ——-1:-·—-·——·-— , ngwgms/mzvolume

oo cyclotron frequency, radians/sec

Subscripts

e electron

i ion

n neutral particle

o initial condition at x • O

x axial component

y transverse couponent
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V. IHHOWCTIQR

The distinction between the nmetohvdxfodynanic generator and the

¢0l!VQ¤‘ßi0IIßl wire wound generator ie that the role of the arnture in

the latt-er le played by an electrioally conducting fluid in the former.

In the couventional generator currents are induced in highly conducting

viren; in the ngnetohydroärraanic generator currents are induced in a

relatlvely low conducting fluid. This fluid is passed through a trans·

verse ngnetic field and between two parallel plate eleetrodes. (See

fig. l.) The lnduced electric field in the fluid, which is proportional

to the fluid velocity and ngnetic flux density, nintains a Voltage

drop across the electrodes and a current is generated when the electrodes

are connected to an external load, closing the clrcuit. Thun energy ie

extracted from the conducting fluid and delivered to a load as electrical

power.

Prior inveetlgators (refe. l, 2, and 5) have formlated this basic

concept of a ngnetohydrodynaaic generator and each has contributed

slgnificantly. However, a literature survey of this work reveals two

conspicuoue points. First ls the lach of quantitative information

currently available which pertains to such devices as the ngnetohydroelgrnanic

generator and the other is the omiseion of ion slip consideratione.

The results of this analysis indicate the heat associated with ion

slip perforas a ngor function in the constant twrature generating

flow. when the lohn move on the average through an angle of lü"2 xadians

or more between oollislons with neutral particlee, that is, wir, g IL0"2,

the enerw traneforaed to heat frm ion "fr$.ction" io M the uam order of
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..magnitudees the conventionallly referred to Joule heat, ,12/oo. As the I
number density diminishes, wiwi increases, and the role of ion

slipbecomesmre prominent.
I

Expressions are obtained for the ion, electron, and neutral

particle velocities and densities, and for the axial andtransversecomponents

of the electric field as a function of the channel distance x.

Results for a cesium seeded nitrogen gas as the working fluid are

presented in graphical form.
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VI. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS I
Magnetic Field

The present method of determining flow behavior will involve a

basic assumption about the net magnetic field; namely, the magnetic flux

density due to currents in the fluid is negligible over a fairly large

region conmared with the externally applied transverse B. Since the

current is due largely to the externally applied B, we have from

Ampere •s law

B(currents) “
é- ruoVB(applied)

In the m.k.s. system of units

u(permeabi1ity) ~ 10N7

dconductivity) ·- 102 §
m

V(velocity) ·~«· 103 ....*!..see

Thus
Bäcurrentsz __ 10-2B applied r

where r is a length large compared with the width of the channel.

This analysis considers a channel width of 2.5 centimeters such that

r "‘ 1)>and

Bäcurrentsj -..2
B applied N 10 (3)

Current Density

In the generator the ion and electron cyclotron frequencies differ

geatly due to their difference in mass. The ions on the average travel

I _ so
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only a fraction of a cyclotron path between collisions and the electrons

neoessarily travel over many cycloidal paths between collis:lons• To

prevent a net charge from building up high potentials, by exhausting a

net electrical charge, we assume the axial compenents of the electron

and ion velocities be equal, that is

¤, ·· ¤1 (1)

This requires the net current be normal to the channel axis since

...4 .4 43 · ¤• @@1 ·· V,) (2)
The transverse electron velocity will be much greater than the

transverse ion velocity due to the difference in inertia of the electrons

and ions -· hence, the electric field will be slanted• This difference

in transverse velecities will contribute an axial component to the

electric field of the form

02% xi)

Constant Temperature

The requirement that flow energy be transformed into electrical

emrg implies the only suitable working fluids are gases• This require—

ment, however, introduces a basic difficulty, that is, gases are relatively

poor conductore• A consideration of three physical properties of gases

emphasises certain criteria which may be complied with in order to achieve

and maintain optimum conductivity characteristics.
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M
(a) As a gas becomes ionised the number of positive ions increases

Ä
thereby decreasing the mean free path of electrons.

(b) Consaquently, the gas conductivity is not a linear function of

electron density.

(c) Gases which have lower ionisation potentials generally have

higher collision cross sections with charges. (More loosely bound

electrons -> higher polarizability -„ geater charge-·induced dipole

forcas —> larger cross section.)

An easily ionizable gas is obviously desirable because of the small

energ required to obtain the charged particles but property (c) limits

this dssirability since the condmtivity decreases as the collision

cross section increasas. Probably the best physical means available for

producing a plasma consists of m easily ionisable gas mixed with a gas

of small electron scattering cross section. The low partial pressure of

the seeding gas permits a geater percentage • it to be ionized than if

it alone ware used and the seeded gas parents the electron mean free

path to be longer.

A conveniant choice of material for a seeding gas is the alkali

metal cesium, and for an inert seeded gas, nitrogen. At the temperature

(h0O0° K) and pressure (1 atmosphere) of interest, dissociation ard

ionisation of the diatomic nitrogen molecule m·e negligible. Furthermore,

the ionisation of the seeding ges (0.01 mole fraction) cesium is more

than 95 percent complete and electron concentrations on the order of

1016 electrons per cc can be obtained (ref. 9). However, even under

optirmm conditions, conductivities of the order of 103 mhos per meter

pwbably we the best which can ba achieved. As the fluid is expandad
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11throughthe variable area channel the charged particle number density will

decrease due to the falling termerature, thereby diminishing the conductivity.

To maintain the temperature at a constant value, we require the channel

cross-—sectional area to very in such a manner that

VT · O (M)

Degree of Ionization

In the plasma all electrone are initially obtained from thermal

ionization of the seeding gas. For a typically seeded plasma (ref. 9) it

has been shown that in the temperature range of interest only single

ionisation need be considered. Consequently, for each ion in the plama

there is one corresponding electron. The densities are thus

¤„ · ni (5)

provided no charge separation occurs epatially. If it is further assumed

that the ionieation of the cesium is practioally complete, then

**¤ ' **1 ' mn

where c is the fraction of seeding material (0.01).

Matched Impedence

From simple generator theory the ratio of the external impedenoe to

the internal impedence is equal to l for optinmm conditions. In the

magxetohydrodynarzxic generator we consider that element of the external
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-loadwhich repreeente the power extracted from an increment of length along

the generator channel. (To satiefy the conditions for a slentedelectricfield,

segmented electrodee are required. This increment of length may

be thought of ae representing the length of one of these electrodes.) If

the temperature remaine conetant, the energ extracted from the flow per

unit volume and per unit tim (-Ü · 3) is equal to the decreaee in kinetic

energ ef that volume, whereae the total work done on the charged particles

is (-3 x Ü • Ün). (The difference ie the total heat generated in the

gas and serves to keep T conetant.) If the ratio of external to internal

impedence is denoted by L, then

L • • conetant < 1 (6)
3 x B . Vu

since Ey variee with un. For L greater then l the device eeasee to

generate and operatee as an aceelerator with energy being fed into the gas

through the electric field.
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VII. FORMULATIOH ABD SODUTION OF MACROSCOPIC EQUATIONS

Prior investigators have done considerable work concerning the

behavior of individual particles in such devices as the magnetohdro—

dynamic generator. However, a study of individual particles is not the

most convenient method for obtaining quantitative information of such

flow problems. This is partly because the current density, a macroscopic

quantity, plays an imprtant part in the process giving rise to both

electric and magnetic fields. Moreover, for any accurate coputations,

a distribution of particle velocities of single particles requires the

consideration of a discouragingly large numer of particles. For rigorous

results, the magnetohdrodynamic generator can most conveniently be

analyzed in terms of the individual macroscopic equations of motion for

electrons, ions, and neutral particles. The macroscopic quantities, 3,
L

(current density), and V (velocity) are determined by the so·called

transfer equations of kinetic theory. Solutions obtained assume an

nonviscous, compressible, constant temperature power extraction model.

The equation of otion for a particular species (ions, electrons, or

neutral particles) is derived frm the Liouville equation. This deriva·

tion requires that Hamilton's equations of motion be satisfied, i.e.,

the external force fields be conservative. An unpublisbed analysis (based

on the equation of continuity in six·dimens1onal phase space and Rewton’s

second law) by Dr. Hillard E. Meador, Jr. shows that this restriction is

not necessary. As far as the use of the momentum equation in this analysis

is concerned, restrictions will ooe only in the interpretation of P, the
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net mmentum gained by the species in collisions with other species.

Neglecting the mmentum gained due to collisions between like particles

in this interpretation implies neglect of long-range cumulative effects

(Fokker-Planck form of the Boltzmann equation)„ In the sense, binary

collisions will be assumed in deriving an expression for P,

For ions of charge Ze, mass mi, and number density ni, the equa-

tion of mmentum transfer is

3 3 3 .-5 -3 3
nimi +(V1•V)Vi ¤==nj_ZeE+Vi><B

Bt

m

where:

m ¤ gravitational potential

Vi = mean ion velocity in an element of volume

$1 = stress tensor, or dyadic defined by q

mi ¤<“0<W1>
1 unit volue

(ai = random.veloc1ty)

the perticle summation extending over the volume element

Pia ¤ net mementum gained'by the ions per unit volume per unit time

by collisions with the electrons„

Pin = net mentum gained by the ions per unit volume per unit time

by collisions with th neutral particles.
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Similarly the momentum balance for electrons is

5%; .. .„ l - ., - ., _
nem€—gb——+(Ve •V)Ve ==-n°eE+Ve><B -·V· we

'ne me E}? '*’ iei "' ?en (8)

and the neutral particle equation of motion

L L L L •• .L ..>—n¤m¤·é-t—+(V¤•V)V¤ =-v·¢¤—n„m„vo+r¤i+r¤a (9)

The form of these equations is exact with tim previously mentioned

restrictions for a nonrelativistic gas: they are useful, however, only

when the distribution of random velocities is sufficiently well behaved

so that the stress tensor Ö may be approximated in a relatively simple

way. The stress tensor has nine components, vim where 1 and m

represent direotions along each of the three coordinate axes. Since am

equals tm, there are only six independent components. We assume the

distribution of random velocities is isotropic such that Wm vanishes

unless 2 equals m and the three diagonal components wu, vw,

and *zz are all equal to each other and to the scaler pressure p.

In this situation

V · {Ü == VP (10)

Consider a Maxwellian set of particles of density na per colliding

with another Maxwellian set of density nb. Assuming that collisions are
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due primarily to thermal motion the mean relative speed is, frm kinetic 1

theory (ref. 7)

1/2 1/2 J1 2 2 8.%V — (V; +

VLwhere6 is the reduced mass. The number of collislons in the +x direction
is the sam es in the ·x direction such that the net collieion rate of
particles moving in the x direction depends only on the motion of particles

in the y•z plane. Thus the collision rate of particles a with.par·

ticles b per unit volume is

2 -· 2 81621/2P =·—· ‘V==- ~ --·-- llaband

is equal to the rate of momentum exchange per unit volume, Pdbp

divided by the moentum exchange per collision. The letter is easily

obtained from Hewton'e second and third laws of motion ae followe. When
particle a approaches particle b the forces exerted on a due to the

presence of b ia equal end oppoaite to those exerted on b due to the

preeence of a, that is

V sf us.-8) (1-) V8)

and by definition vrelative ” Vb ' V8
I
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Thus the exchange of momentum during one collision is 2ö(?% · Ü;)

and th net mementum gained by particles a per unit time per unitvolume—~
-— — 6 21;:1* 1/2 — — Ä

Pas =·*2Y‘„.s ö(V¤ ·Vs) ==¤s¤s Qsbgh-—% (Vb ··Vs)
Ä

’“ ßa Bb eab “ va) (12)

where

1/2e e %(?§g 8) Qab

and is hereafter referred to as a drag or friction parameter (ref. 5).

If either particle a or b is an electron, and the temperature

is constant, the drag or friction term is directly proportional to and
Ä

dependent only on the collision cross section.

To give some insight into the phenomena permitted by these basic

equations in the magnetohydrodynamic generator, steady~state solutions

are obtained where conditions are relatively simple and.results are more

readily understood.

Preliminary calculations reveal the ion and electron pressure

gradients to be several orders of magnitudes smaller than the electric

and magnetic force terms on the riht•hend side of equations (7) and (8),

respectively. The spatial acceleration terms are also much emaller then

the terms of the right·hend side. Further justification for this

assumption is given by the resulting form of 0hm's law and also by the
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agreement between the numericel results of this analysis and those in

reference l.

In fact, the assumption

iii, «=i?p, ·· 0 ·· (ig ·i=>i?a = <?i ·<?>?i an
introduces a negligible error. Summarizing, we have

Üx
° an ¤ öpn .

$· $1 °$1’i ·=°=·$·?a =°<ä>a
.A ,}

__

Psa = ¤a ¤¤ ‘ab(vb · Va)

% = O (neglect gravitational effects)

== 0 ¤($8ai?

ai? ai?-—-E = —-1 -·= -1*- = 0 (ausm state) (ih)
aa at an

These conditions applied to the macroscopic equations of motion gives

¤e ¤i €ei($e " $1) + ¤e ¤n €en@e * $11) =‘ "¤e ¢<§ + $e Xi) (15)

ni :18 6186} -· $8) + ui nn 118 e(E + $1 (16)

ue un "’ Un "’ nn Fm 0 (17)
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Assuming the energy of th ions and electrons to be negligible V

compared with that of the neutrale, the energy equation is derived J

from the following considerations. Let nn be the number of neutral

particles in unit volum and ng mn = l. The work done on charges hy

unit nass of gas while moving a distance dx in time dt, is l

___
(J X B Vn)¤n dt S _ J X n dxun un

mnandis equal to the work done in maintaining the current

-...§..;.l.6x¤n”‘n“n

plus th total heat generated. The external work done on unit mass

of gas in time dt is

1>·(p+dp)—Y—dx=—Vdsdx

where V is the volum occupied.by unit mass. The increase in energy

·T
of unit mass of gas is the increase in internal energy d

S!
CV dy

c

plus the decrease in internal energy (pd?) plus the decrease in kinetic

energy. Thus,

-
—-————4l- dx ¤ ·Vdp ·

dS/{
CV dT · pd? · %-d ug

¤¤=¤¤¤¤ ¤ é
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or
)

But,

c,,‘<§·1·+“<7(pv)=c„ä‘2T+‘<7(¤;,kr) =>(Cv+nf,k)Üä'L‘=CP$P

where CP is the constant pressure heat capacity of unit mass. Finally

Ya‘•§‘=¤„m„?7„· <cp<3·r+x‘F„•‘€7V‘„>

Since CP VT includes the heat generated (or an increase in T) as

well as heat lost (or decrease in T), the assumption VT = O leads

to a solution which specifies the increase in A along th channel.

Assuming no heat lost through the walls the increasing area tends to

drop the temperature hy the same amount as the generated heat tends

to raise the temperature. Thus, for constant temperature the energy

equation reduces to

¤¤¤¤¤?¤·(1l°¤·éV)V‘¤=8$·Ü\ (18)

Other Relations

ne = ni = ann (space neutralization) (19)

ue = ui (no axial current) (20)

L (Constant impedence ratlo) (21)„j><B•Vn
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Q? • (nn N;) = O (Neutral particle continuity) (22)

pn = nu kT (Perfect gas) (25)

We further assume that the neutral partlcles move on the average in

the axial direction auch that

(21+)
Ve Vi

and

Vn—-<<1 25um ( )

Althugh this reduces the problem to a quasi one—dimensional analysis,

similar to that commonly used in aerodynamics, valid for small channel

openings, it does not contradict the assumption of constant temperature.

The letter determines the area increase vhereas the formr determines

a minimum length for the area increase.

Equations (15) through (25) constitute a set of seventeen equations,

including the vector component equations, containing seventeen dependent

variables. These equations are solved slmultaneously using elementary

algebraic techniques to obtain a first·order nonlinear differentlal

equation expressing the channel length as a function of neutral particle

Velocity.

Imposing the condition ug ¤ ui, the quotient of the axial components

of the electron and ion momentum equations is
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Xvi + ve + (1 O (26)

Where
3 „ Ei'}.€in

Shmilarly the aum of the y·componenta of equatione (15) and (16)

is(witheq. (2h))

vi = -3 ve (27)

>Solving equations (26) and (27) for Ve we have

1 Ex== ·· -·-···-——— ··-·—· 28v° 1 · 3 B ( )

Using the definition of current density, that is,

J " ¤e ¢<V1 * Ve)
in conjunction with equations (18), (25), (27), and (28) yields

d.
q,1 — Ä L dx

The neutral particle momentum equation may then be written

1 · L dßn.........•..-• du s kT -••-•
L

uu H nn

which integrates to
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where

9 Z ..l‘.!l..‘·’·n,o

2
a ___: mm unzq

kl'

Equaticms (27), (28), end (50) in equatirms (IL5) and (16) result in an

expression for the exisl electric field, Ex, es a functicn of the

neutral particle velocity.

1/2
· KEx Z .. .];.......2 3 .....}.... ...........§........ uu (jl)
2 KB + 1 Ä + 4.4 + uk

where

ein mu o 2
K •"’·‘ + [L+B

= é L

‘ie
:1 S Q, —•••••

ein

Ex may now be ellminated from equation (29) and the variables separated

to yield

dä = + —-L'?-—i—
>

(az)
KB 1 + -—-

KB

where
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d, E ae2(l + A) B2 dx z °0 B2 dx

1
· €i¤ (Ä + “ + “Ä) °n,o “n,o °n,o “n,o

One of the more recent and cemplete analyses of themagnetohydro•dynamic

generator (ref. l) which is currently available, results in a [

relation similar to but is in fact a limiting case of equation (52).

For KB >> l, which corresponds to 1 > 8 > 0.9, equation (52) becemes

dä = ·-de 61/2(aa)or

22}„..;.£.·.....¤.·s...LL:‘..Z~.).....______„¥§_.,„_„.,,„[ dee 2kT (5;,)
2 6 (A + u 9

this compares with the results of the reference analysis

mn uä 0 22
—l -„„..a„(g -1) (65)

where L has been set equal to 0ne·half.

The bracketed term on the left side of equation (jh) has the units

of conductivity, and es we shall see later, is the scalar conductivity

independent of the magnetic field.

(56)
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25Substitutingthis expression into equation (jh)

2 1 K‘-*3-Ä“iä£( 62-1)Ä'- —-22-§···—— x = 66 e gk?
M smc un}., ~ 6

which identical to equation (55). Thus the results of the two

independent analyses shou.ld, and in fact do check when one considers

the extraction of a relatively small quentity of energy, on the

order of 10 percent or less. As previously assumed, the only manner
V

in which power may be extracted is by a decrease in kinetic

energ of the flow. As expansion occurs, a greater amount of heat

energy must be supplied to hold the temperature constant.

Thus, to understand equation (5)*), it is necessary to understand

this internal fluid heating mechanism. The rate of useful work done

per unit volume in maintaining the current is given by the sum of

equation (15) dotted into Ü; and equation (16) dotted into V2, that is

B1 “n€1n Fil 'vnj ° $1

-¤. a er [ll · T?.] · [ii — W'.] on
and is equal to the power per unit volume extracted from the flow.

The rate at which work is done by the neutral particles on the

charges, from the sum cf equations (15) and (16) dotted into _\?¤, is

'3 ?n * "¤e ¤n €en ui ßn Sin [$1 "än] ' äh (58)

The total heat generated in the flow per unit volume per unit time is

l



Ä
the amount of work done by the neutral particles on th charges minus

the energy extracted from the flow and is after some manipulation equalto Ä
2 A A A A 3*.*2 1 eB 2 _ Ä

—.1><B·V¤·=·¥¤·J= l+——·~—-——-—··—·—-—— (59)Go A + u 61n nu
Ä

The ion cyclotron frequency is given by

_ eB Ä

and the number of collisions per ion per unit time is given by

(P1
1 lm'+mn

ni ri 2 mi mn

Thus, the angle subtending the mean free path is

Zmn eB (M)
1 mn in ¤n

and its effect on fluid heating may be seen from equations (H0) and (59)

.x•*JXB°v¤+E°J“~•·•·**•*}„‘Ö'·-•·•***··•··•—·*-***‘ .
°o A + u Emu

Specifically for a nitrogen gas Ä and n are each of the order of 10*5
Ä

(see appndix), so that the ion slip becomes appreciable when. an_vi=¤ 10*2 Ä
' Ä

and increases with the square of aa ri.
· Ä

Ä

Ä
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1
The requirement VT = 0 imosed the condition that the generated

heat balance the heat loss due to expansion, i.e., 1

PdV
¤„¤„(J><B·V„—”ä·J)

Equation (M2) demonstretes how the generated heat increases with 1

increasing A, since (from eqs. (kl) and (22))

The heat loss due to expnsion must be th same, otherwise, a solution

with VT ¤ O would not exist. Consequently, the heat created due to ion

slip is an important factor in realizing a constant temperature condition

in the MED generator.

To obtain a generalized expression of 0hm's law equation (15) is

divided by sen, equation (16) by ein, and the two resulting equations

are subtracted. Simplification of this expression yields

xi nuV9 ld-Ä a 1 (1

However, the electron Velocity is greater than the ion Velocity due

to the difference in inertia of the two particles, end A, the ratio of

"friction" parameters ;§§·, is less than 1, that is,
in
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1/2 {
Ä ss Egg- == << 1¢1¤ @1% Qm “

'1'hus, to e first epproximation, equation (U1) becomes

äe

Xwhichis the well known und comouly used form of 0hm's law. Prior

analysen (refs„ 1., 2, and 5) have essumed this equation with -77e

replaced with the velocity of center of mess.

{
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VIII. FLUW AID FIELD CHARACTERITICS

The following equations were derived in the previous section: L

l Ex
v H • •~•-•—••-•••• •«••

° 1 - 1 B L
L

l A l KB
1/2

2 KB + l 7x -•· u + HÄ

Vi “ •'7\V8

eue = ui =¤ -—----·—[v B + Ex] + uu (from eq. (16))un ‘in 1

Ey = LB un (L is a load character-
istic subject to exter-
nal determination through
the current dravn. This
implies a minimum current
such that ne == ni
remains valid.)

l 2un ’” “n,o B /

‘l aa 1:E * j ··*i7é·[l + *··P···7;·· t| (B5)B l + --KB KB
From the neutral particle continuity equation we have

IA a Ao .:2.*.2.9. .1:. (M6)un0L
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To demonstrate the behavior of these quantities inside the gen-

erating channel, a typical calculation was performed for a nitrogen gas

partially seeded with cesium. A numerical integration of equation (M5)

was accomplished on a desk calculator using the basic trapezoidal rule.

This method is quite applicable and yields good results if the curve

x = f(u„) does not very abruptly•

The variations in the flow and field characteristics are plotted

in figures 2 - 7. One notes that for L = 1/2 the area opens very

rapidly and suggests that it would be better to prevent the possibility

of the flow breaking away from the walls by increasing L, that is,

decreaeing the rate at which the area opens. The area is plotted for

L = 5/8, l/2, and 5/8, and the effect in area change is apparent.

The amount of energy extracted per unit time per unit volume

(fro eq. (18)) is

E · ,1 -=¤„v„ · (vu ·“€z)'17„

or th total energy extracted per unit time in distnce dx (using

eqs. (22) and (25)) is

»x »l·^ — 5 nn 2• • =¤„..„.„„joA(s ,1)cu fa pmo um, ulm A 6

1 5 2"'g°¤,¤“n,o^o[l· 6]

As previously mentioned, the power extracted depends only on the I

change in the kintic energy of the neutral particles. Figure 7 repre- I

sents the power extracted es a function of neutral particle velocity. I

a
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A basic difficulty one is confronted with in evaluating these rela-

tions for a specific gas is the evaluation of the momentum interaction

parameters sia, siw saw Appendix I outlines these difficulties

and suggests a reasonable solution.
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XII. APPENDIX

Evaluation of Friction Parameters, sei, een, ein

Th interaction parameter as defined previously is

1/28 2 mg mkJ §[% mu + ug Ü
The difficulty in evaluation of this expression for electron·neutral

interactions is due to the Ramsauer effect (ref. 7) which causes a

larger variation in Qen near th loer energies. This difficulty

of rapid and large variation of Qeu with electron velocity is over-

come by using experimntal data on obilities of swarms (monoenergetic)

of electrons. Consider the electron mementum equation

can is independent of the magnetic field, 3, and also the number

density of ions. As these terms approach zero, equation (A-2) becmes

or

K un €en “ 'B .3gä* (A•Ö)
vn,e

where
‘ÜQ ·‘Üg

¤ ?;,€ = relative electron-neutral velocity and L
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1

I:éE1·I = ————————Ä=————-——- (definition). Thus, een may be evaluated
v¤,e electron mobility

from experimental data (ref. 7).

The Ramsauer effect is not significent in an ion·neutral interaction.

However, for convenience, ein may be evaluated in a manner analogous

to that used in the evaluation of een. From the ion momentum equation

¤„ am = e (A—*+)
Vn,i

The data used in the calculations (figs. 2 · 6) was taken at NTP (ref. 6)

and was adjusted accordingly by use of equation (A-l). For a first

approximation the collision cross sections, Gen and Qin, were held

constent in this edgustment.

The basic difficlty in evaluating Eie is due to the long•range n

forces between charged particles. Thre is no single acceptable theory

by which Qie can be evaluated.

For a singly ionized gas (ref. 5)

1+
Qie »- 8.1 >< 1019 fl-- In A (A-5)<1d·>2

where .A contains the limit at which the coulomb forces can'be con-

sidered significant.
1

1
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Finkelnburg and.Maecker (ref. 5) suggest

l0"9k‘I'A == -·—--··--—-- (A··6)

based on experimental data obtained in an arc.

Spitzer (ref. Ä), however, based his calculations on the Debye

shielding distance and obtsins

A = 7 >< 10*]-6 -—-]iT-—— (A-7)sl/5 821

In the evaluations of the interaction terms for the cesium seeded

nitrogen gas the results obtained from equation (A·6) and from equa·

tion (A—7) were compared and the difference proved to be negligible.

Since Qie varies as In A, the dependency is not critical and con-

sidereble error in A can be tolerated without significantly altering

the results.
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Figure 1.- Schematic diagrem of crossed field generator.
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THEQRETICAL CONSIDERATIONS GF THE
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC GENERATOR

by
J. Byron Pennington

ABSTRACT

The distinction between the magnetohdrodynamdc generator and the

conventional wire~wound generator is that the role of the armature in

the letter is played by an e1ectrical1y·conducting fluid in the former.

This fluid is passed through a transverse electric and magnetic field

and between two parallel plate electrodes. The induced electric field

in the fluid, which is proportional to the fluid velocity and magnetic

flux density, maintains a voltage drop across the electrodes and a

curent is generated when the electrodes are conected to an external

load, closing the circuit. Thus energy is extracted from the fluid and

delivered to an external load as electrical power.

This analysis considers a quasi— one·dimensiona1, inviscid, come
· pressible, expanding area, channel flow for the steady—state case of a

constant temperature magnetohydrodynamic geneator. The theory is

developed fom the individual equation of motin for ions, electrons, and

neutral particles. I

Results of this analysis indicate the heat associated with ion slip

perfbrms a major function in realising the constant temperature flow.

When the ions move the average through an angle of lO‘2 radians er
I

more between colliaions with neutral patdcles, that is, mg_ei ETlO°2, I
the energy transfbrmed to heat from ion “friction” is of the same order „

I

I I
I
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of magnitude es the joule heat, ,12/60, As the number densitydiminishes,mi

ti increasee, and the role of ion slip becomes more prominent, I

Expressions are obtained for the ion, electron, and neutral particle

macroscopic velocities and densities, and for the axial and transverse

components of the electric field as a function of the channel distance, X,

Results, including the power extracted ss a function of channel length,

for a cesium seeded nitrogen gas are presented in paphical form,

1


